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Oxford Handbook of Practical Drug Therapy (Oxford Handbooks)Oxford University Press, 2005

	The overall structure of this handbook is similar to that of the British National Formulary, with monographs arranged broadly by therapeutic category. When a drug has several different uses, these are brought together in a single monograph; this will allow the reader to appreciate in full range of actions, whether therapeutic or adverse. The...
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Manual of Psychiatric TherapeuticsLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2002
Thoroughly updated in a Third Edition, Dr. Shader's popular Spiral(R) Manual is a practical, authoritative, easy-to-use guide to the diagnosis and treatment of psychiatric disorders. This edition features new chapters on pharmacotherapy for children and youth and on pain management and an expanded chapter on attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder...
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Bioinformatics - From Genomes to TherapiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
"This treatise on bioinformatics is an excellent reference set to use as additional reading in advanced undergraduate and graduate courses..."
    (ChemMedChem, October 2007)     

       Once again, Thomas Lengauer has succeeded in creating a comprehensive and immensely useful resource that meets even the high...
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Imaging DopamineCambridge University Press, 2009
Since its discovery 50 years ago, brain dopamine has been implicated in the control of movement and cognition, and is concerned with diverse brain diseases such as Parkinson's disease, schizophrenia and drug addiction. This book is an illustrated biography of the dopamine molecule, from its synthesis in the brain to its signalling mechanisms and...
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Handbook of Cosmetic Science and Technology, Second EditionINFRMA-HC, 2005


	Although cosmetics for the purpose of beautifying, perfuming, cleansing, or for

	rituals have existed since the origin of civilization, only in the 20th century great progress

	has been made in the diversification of products and functions and in the safety

	and protection of the consumer.





	Before 1938, cosmetics were...
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A Picture is Worth a Thousand Tables: Graphics in Life SciencesSpringer, 2012

	This book is devoted to the graphics of patient data: good graphs enabling straight¬forward and intuitive interpretation, efficient creation, and straightforward interpretation. We focus on easy access to graphics of patient data: the intention is to show a large variety of graphs for different phases of drug development, together with a...
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Ensemble Methods in Data Mining: Improving Accuracy Through Combining PredictionsMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2010

	Ensemble methods have been called the most influential development in Data Mining and Machine Learning in the past decade. They combine multiple models into one usually more accurate than the best of its components. Ensembles can provide a critical boost to industrial challenges -- from investment timing to drug discovery, and fraud detection...
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The Canadian Encyclopedia of Natural MedicineJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Natural solutions for living a clean and healthy life


	Health consciousness is an area of transformational and unprecedented growth in the North American public today. More and more people are seeking alternative solutions to conventional medical practices. For many, a natural approach to healing everything from common...
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DNA-Pharmaceuticals: Formulation and Delivery in Gene Therapy, DNA Vaccination and ImmunotherapyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	With its focus on a completely novel class of pharmaceuticals, this book collates the hitherto scarce literature about DNA drug formulation keenly desired by biotechnologists, molecular biologists and pharmacists, as well as those working in the biotechnological and pharmaceutical industries.

	As such, this volume presents a wide range...
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Practical Criminal Investigations in Correctional FacilitiesCRC Press, 2002
The felonious activities of confined inmates reach out into society every day. These inmates run lucrative drug operations, commit fraud, hire contract murders, and commit a multitude of criminal offenses from inside the walls of our prisons. Practical Criminal Investigations in Correctional Facilities gives sound advice to both the long-time...
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Poisoning & Drug OverdoseMcGraw-Hill, 2006
Poisoning & Drug Overdose provides practical advice for the diagnosis and management of poisoning and drug overdose and concise information about common industrial chemicals.
 
 The manual is divided into four sections and an index, each identified by a black tab in the right margin. Section I...
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Chemistry & Physics of Carbon: Volume 31 (Chemistry and Physics of Carbon)CRC Press, 2012

	Written by distinguished researchers, the long-running Chemistry and Physics of Carbon series provides a comprehensive and critical overview of carbon materials in terms of molecular structure, intermolecular relationships, bulk and surface properties, and their behavior in current and emerging applications. Volume 31 not...
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